
Foundry solutions for dust and fume extraction  
 for safe, clean and efficient production 

in foundry industries

Installation at Victaulic, Drezdenko, Poland



FS/FD MJB 
MJB/A/H/G 

MJC FMC FMK MJC mini Silosafe

Nederman offers a wide range of solutions for  
extraction and filtration in the foundry process

Heavy duty cleaning
Nederman also offers high vacuum solutions for heavy duty 
cleaning, material transportation, collection of sand and 
fettling applications. We offer both stationary systems for 
multiple suction points and mobile units.

Application All foundry 
applications

incl. hot gases 
from the melting

process

All foundry 
applications

incl. hot gases 
from the melting

process

Sand plants,  
and metal 
finishing

Sand plants, 
metal finishing 

and downstream 
operations

Sand plants, 
metal finishing 

and downstream 
operations

Grinding and 
machining

Designed 
specifically 
for silo and 
bin venting 

applications

Air flow 
m³ / h

6,000 - 275,000 
multiple units 
for higher air 

volumes 

750 - 225,000 
multiple units 
for higher air 

volumes 

2,000 - 75,000 
multiple units 
for higher air 

volumes 

5,300 - 21,000 
multiple units 
for higher air 

volumes 

1,800 - 10,500 
multiple units 
¨for higher air 

volumes 

250 - 2,000 1,250

Filter area 102 - 2,310 m² 7 - 1,870 m² 40 - 739 m² 32 - 128 m² 15 - 88 m² 4 - 40 m² 24 m²

Placement In-/Outdoor In-/Outdoor In-/ Outdoor In-/Outdoor In-/Outdoor Indoor In-/Outdoor
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Grinding particles are safely collected by an extraction and filtration systemNederman extraction and filtering solutions can be applied for all types of furnaces

Stationary high vacuum system for cleaning
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1.  Sand preparation
2.  Moulding line
3.  Close capture hood for 
 extracting hot fumes from the 
 furnace during charging, melting 

and pouring
4.  Ladle
5.  Pouring line

6.  Cooling line
7.  Knock-out and cooling
8.  Shot blasting
9.  Recirculation of 
 moulding sand

10. Vacuum cleaning system
11. Extraction of dust and fumes 
 to filters

Downstream operations
Nederman also offers solutions

for fettling, grinding, machining, cleaning, oil-mist 
filtering, swarf management, welding smoke, etc.

FMC filters for shot blast machinesMobile vacuum system for cleaning



 

Extraction of fumes at the furnace 
Melting furnaces generate dangerous fumes. Extraction and 
filtration is necessary to make the production efficient, to protect 
workers from hazardous substances and to comply with statutory 
emission levels. Nederman has close capture hoods for collecting 
hot fumes from furnaces during charging, melting and pouring. 

Extraction of dust at moulding lines 
and sand management
Our wide range of filters, fans and equipment are suitable 
for everything from single machines to whole processes with 
multiple extraction points. We ensure optimum collection of dust 
with the lowest possible air volume, which is vital for keeping 
the investment and operation costs to a minimum.

Solutions for shot blast machines and fettling shops
Nederman has solutions for extracting and filtering dust from 
shot blast machines, fettling tables, machining operations and 
other downstream operations. 
 

Complete solutions for dust and fume 
extraction at all stages in the foundry process

Service & Spare Parts
You can rely on Nederman for maintenance, spare parts and 
troubleshooting to ensure optimum performance throughout the 
lifecycle of your system. We also provide a 24 hour hotline to 
ensure trouble free operations.

General cleaning
Nederman offers stationary systems and mobile units for heavy-
duty cleaning throughout the foundry plant.

PRE-STUDIES PLANNING INSTALLATION TRAININGSYSTEM DESIGN COMMISSIONING MAINTENANCE

Nederman offers total solutions

Nederman Sales companies
Nederman Distibutors
Assembly and logistic sites

Through the acquisition of Dantherm Filtration in 2010 Nederman is now serving 
over 800 foundries world wide



 

Indonesia (Distributor Authorized) : 
PT. Hebron Perkasa Mandiri 
Tel: +62 (21) 78893826 ; 70803527 
Fax: +62 (21) 78888270 
E-mail: harry.sa@hebronpm.com 
www.hebronpm.com 




